Application Innovation Assessment

Develop a Roadmap for Migration with Future-State
Architecture

Engagement Outline:

About Our Services
Cloud technologies are creating a new realm
of opportunities for modern businesses,
empowering companies to save costs,
improve efficiency, and enhance quality.
However, legacy systems don’t always support
these new technologies, and can often become
expensive to support, making modernization
mission critical.
For companies that depend on legacy
technology, the idea of digital transformation
can seem like an insurmountable task, but
3Cloud can help make it a practical reality. An
Application Innovation Assessment is an
engagement designed to quantify the effort to
modernize an existing .NET application to
maximize the value of hosting it in the cloud.

 Analyze the applications and
assess the current state
including application
architecture, databases, and
security
 Build a future-state cloud
architecture with the objective
of meeting performance,
scalability, high-availability, and
flexibility requirements
 Construct migration roadmaps
to achieve these future-state
designs that would include
timelines, effort, and associated
cloud hosting costs

Where does your application fit?:
3Cloud can provide your organization with recommendations and options for migrating a mix of legacy
and modern-web applications to Microsoft Azure. Discovery sessions with stakeholders and internal
technical teams are conducted to ensure that the current application architecture is understood, and
the right options are presented to meet specific business priorities.
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With 3Cloud’s assessment, we always keep the business needs and user experience in mind when
creating your roadmap. No matter where your organization is on your application modernization journey,
we can tackle evolving business demands, leverage enterprise technology assets, and lay the
groundwork for future innovation.
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